UNVEILINGS - SATURDAY, MAY 4

9:30-10:00 AM ICEFIRE GLASSWORKS
Artists: Jim Kingwill, Suzanne Kindland, Mark Gordon
Unveiling of new work followed by glass blowing demonstrations.

10:00-10:40 AM CANNON BEACH GALLERY
Artist: Dieter Heber-Leibig
Unveiling of completed artist grants works.

10:40-11:20 AM DRAGONFIRE GALLERY
Artist: Chuck Gumpert, Ann Cavanaugh, Miska, Kevin Brownlee
Unveiling of new work followed by artist demonstrations until 3pm.

11:20-12:00 PM JEWELRY BY SHARON AMBER
Artist: Sharon Amber, Steven Amber-Voorhees, Lisa Kerr, Tom Tietze
Unveiling of new works.

12:00-12:45 PM JEFFREY HULL GALLERY
Artist: Jeffrey Hull
Unveiling of New Giclee Print.

12:45-1:20 PM IMPRINT GALLERY
Artist: Laurie Linsner, Mary Agnes Thomas, Andrea Benson
Presentation of new work and artist Q&A.

1-2:00 PM ARCHIMEDES GALLERY
Artist: David Rice and Hollywood Indian
Guitar and Indian dance performance.

2:00-2:40 PM IMAGES OF THE WEST
Artist: Randall J. Hodges
Photographer will be unveiling new & original $15 (1/450) and will unveil 1 original on Luminochrome H3 Acrylic (1/1) and will be signing his book images at the West.

2:40-3:20 PM MODERN VILLA GALLERY
Artists: BethAnne Lawton, Sarah Goodnough, George Perron, David Jonathan Marshall
BethAnne Lawton will be unveiling her latest original while explaining her unusual painting technique.

3:20-4:00 PM BRONZE COAST GALLERY
Artist: Yuli Hiratsuka
Unveiling of new sculpture.

4:00-4:40 PM WHITE BIRD GALLERY
Unveiling of new work presented by Alexandra Boyden. Unveiling of contemporary glass exhibit.

4:40-5:20 PM NORTHWEST BY NORTHWEST GALLERY
Artist: Ivan McLean, Hazel Schleeberger
Unveiling of new works.

ICEFIRE GLASSWORKS - 9 AM
Artists: Mark Gordon, Suzanne Kindland, Jim Kingwill
Breakfast Reception.

DRAGONFIRE GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Artist: Chuck Gumpert, Ann Cavanaugh, Miska, Kevin Brownlee
Art: Dragonfire's signature reception with appetizers from Jonathan Hoffman, wine and live music from local favorite Buckley Potschmidt.

BRONZE COAST GALLERY - 5 PM
Artist: Rosetta & Victoria Parsons
Art: reception.

ARCHIMEDES GALLERY - 5 PM
Artist: David Rice & Hollywood Indian
Art: Artist's reception with award winning D'Arany wine pouring and tasting & live music by the incasable nadel nose, "Tuff Lover".

JEFFREY HULL GALLERY - 5 PM
Artist: Jeffrey Hull
Live music by Djangolillies.

WHITE BIRD GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Festival reception with gallery artists.

IMPRINT GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Artist: Yuli Hiratsuka, Lisa Kerr, Joan Marovich, Mary Agnes Thomas, Andrew Benson
Art: Presentation of new work and artist Q&A.

MODERN VILLA GALLERY - 5-8:30 PM
Artists: BethAnne Lawton, Sarah Goodnough, George Perron, David Jonathan Marshall
BethAnne Lawton will be unveiling her latest original while explaining her unusual painting technique.

NORTHWEST BY NORTHWEST GALLERY - 5-8 PM
Artists: Ivan McLean, Hazel Schleeberger
Live music by Bobcat Bob, Sirena Wines.

JEWELRY BY SHARON AMBER - 5-8:30 PM
Artists: Sharon Amber, Lisa Kerr, Steven Amber-Voorhees
Live music by Ken Harady and Ken Potter, Reception with appetizers from Jonathan Hoffman.

Thank You to Our Sponsors

RECEPTIONS - FRIDAY, MAY 3

ICEFIRE GLASSWORKS - 4 PM
Artists: Jim Kingwill, Suzanne Kindland, Mark Gordon
Meet visiting artist Mark Gordon and resident artists Jim Kingwill and Suzanne Kindland.

IMAGES OF THE WEST - 4 PM
Artist: Randall J. Hodges
Meet and greet with the photographer, he will give free photo lesson and share stories of some of his favorite images.

DRAGONFIRE GALLERY - 4-6 PM
Artists: Ann Cavanaugh, Chuck Gumpert, Kevin Brownlee, Miska
Wine and reception with live music from John Stilman-Dodge, Unveiling of new Andrew Halberg garden glass, Ted Helu photography, more.

JEWELRY BY SHARON AMBER - 4-6:30 PM
Artists: Sharon Amber, Steven Amber-Voorhees, Tom Tietze, Lisa Kerr, Shelby Silverford by artists’ reception with live music by Ken Potter.

WHITE BIRD GALLERY - 4-6 PM
Artists: Alexandra Boyden
Preview reception for new exhibition of Glass Art and Pastels by Alexandra Boyden.

JEFFREY HULL GALLERY - 5-8 PM
Artist: Jeffrey Hull
Unveiling of new original and artist’s reception. Live music with the Beerman Creek String Band.

BRONZE COAST GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Artists: Victoria Parsons
Cocktail hour; followed by presentation and unveiling of new work by Victoria Parsons.

NORTHWEST BY NORTHWEST GALLERY - 5-8 PM
Artists: Ivan McLean, Angela Summron, Hazel Schleeberger
Reception with wine and live music by Bobcat Bob, Radnair & Sirena Wines.

IMPRINT GALLERY - 5:30-8 PM
Artist: Yuli Hiratsuka
Presentation of new by Yuli Hiratsuka, with artist talk at 6pm.

RECEPTIONS - SATURDAY, MAY 4

ICEFIRE GLASSWORKS - 9 AM
Artists: Mark Gordon, Suzanne Kindland, Jim Kingwill
Breakfast Reception.

DRAGONFIRE GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Artist: Chuck Gumpert, Ann Cavanaugh, Miska, Kevin Brownlee
Art: Dragonfire’s signature reception with appetizers from Jonathan Hoffman, wine and live music from local favorite Buckley Potschmidt.

BRONZE COAST GALLERY - 5 PM
Artists: Rosetta & Victoria Parsons
Art: reception.

ARCHIMEDES GALLERY - 5 PM
Artist: David Rice & Hollywood Indian
Art: Artist’s reception with award winning D’Arany wine pouring and tasting & live music by the incasable nadel nose, “Tuff Lover”.

JEFFREY HULL GALLERY - 5 PM
Artist: Jeffrey Hull
Live music by Djangolillies.

WHITE BIRD GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Festival reception with gallery artists.

IMPRINT GALLERY - 5-7 PM
Artist: Yuli Hiratsuka, Lisa Kerr, Joan Marovich, Mary Agnes Thomas, Andrew Benson
Art: Presentation of new work and artist Q&A.

MODERN VILLA GALLERY - 5-8:30 PM
Artists: BethAnne Lawton, Sarah Goodnough, George Perron, David Jonathan Marshall
BethAnne Lawton will be unveiling her latest original while explaining her unusual painting technique.

NORTHWEST BY NORTHWEST GALLERY - 5-8 PM
Artists: Ivan McLean, Hazel Schleeberger
Live music by Bobcat Bob, Sirena Wines.

JEWELRY BY SHARON AMBER - 5-8:30 PM
Artists: Sharon Amber, Lisa Kerr, Steven Amber-Voorhees
Live music by Ken Harady and Ken Potter, Reception with appetizers from Jonathan Hoffman.

BRONZE COAST GALLERY - 10-12 PM
Artist: Rosetta & Victoria Parsons
Art: reception.

JEFFREY HULL GALLERY - 10-12 PM
Artist: Jeffrey Hull
Coffee, pastries and conversation with Jeff.

JEWELRY BY SHARON AMBER - 10-12 PM
Artist: Sharon Amber, Steven Amber-Voorhees
Meat with the artists and join us for Irish Coffee and rolls.

DRAGONFIRE GALLERY - 11-1 PM
Artist: Chuck Gumpert, Ann Cavanaugh, Miska, Kevin Brownlee
Live lunch Reception. Special Unveiling of Michael Onick of oil painting which will be sold by raffle to benefit the North Coast Land Conservancy. Winning ticket will be drawn at the new Earth and Ocean Arts Festival in September.

IMAGES OF THE WEST - 12 PM
Artist: Randall J. Hodges
Meet and greet with photographer, he will give free photo lesson and share stories of some of his favorite images, and will be personalizing his book images of the West for customers.